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Preparation:

✔ Intentions : Be  open / Accept each other's opinion / Focus on honesty / Focus on live show

✔ Specificity : The here and now. Just prepare day one and then every day adapt to what
happen

DAY #1
Morning  // Let's talk______________________________________________________

Welcome coffee
Round of names taking time to get the chance to keep some in mind
Little introduction speech : Here for projects : That means you will leave certainly with more questions than today, we
just hope they will be better. // Prepare to be frustrated // We are here to engage ourselves in every project : Work
together, open new possibilities. // Little speech about cité en mouvement // Ending with that vision of open source
workshop and needs to produce documentation // Presentation Media Commun.

Then each participant was asked to prepare a speech about project addressing at least the following questions :
✔ What do you want to share with the group about your project ?
✔ What are your wishes for that workshop ?
✔ Regarding your project, what can't you achieve alone and can the group help you ?
✔ What are you expecting from the mentors ?
✔ Then a small presentation for each project.

>> It was really about connecting them to talk about their project without obviously being on the stage. A reflection of
what it means to be an artist when you're not on the stage.
When made feedbacks about the how they did it (with a lot of excuses, a behavior more humble than sparkling...).
Nothing about the content.
We wanted to connect them to the difference  between the « What » they express and « how » they express it.

Afternoon // Show something on the stage___________________________________

Participants were asked to show something about their projects.
✔ What they want to work on
✔ Using a real « color » they want to put in
✔ Daring proposing something really strong for them so that we can create a strong dialogue.

Half an hour personal warm up
Half an hour with games to warm up as a group.

- The handshake game : a game about taking in information in the same moment as letting it go - a focus
exercise .

- The hat game / 2 teams. Each team has same number of players . (1;1 2;2  etc) One person holding the hat
not competing.  The goal is to steal the hat and get it back to back to your team before the other person. A
competitive game using strategy.

Then presentation one following the other.



They were then invited to make a Three words feedback for each project which allows everyone to get a cloud of words
to work on.
It went very well with really different words for each project.

Then feedback from the mentors trying to get it short.
● honesty
● weaknesses
● opening the possibilities
● pushing the participants

We also addressed the diegesis theory to open doors on the way of writing a new circus show, mainly to express.
✔ You want it or not, audience will look for the story. Master the clues or elements of that story.
✔ There's a trap in the moves : If they remain symbolical, you'll lose attention.
✔ Simple tools of connection : Look, breathe, body connection, changes of rhythm, open to intentions, express or
explain if you need to.
✔  Circus is a promise of performance (or risk?). How do you want to answer that promise?

DAY #2
Morning – Improv rules // 1st round collective__________________________________________

Half an hour personal warming up
Half an hour with games to warm up as a group.

- The handshake game again
- The Third Thing : Two people. Hand to hand not touching keeping a close proximity without touching ,

keeping the « presence » in the place between the hands. Moving around the room keeping the energy. Then
changing body parts with the same exercise, keeping the third thing = the energy .

Exercices about feeling the energy and the good moment to make
- By couples on the stage : Doing a simple action and changing a small intention : Look at the ground / look at

each other / look at the audience / have a neutral face / Have opens feelings / talk…
Audience had to feel the differences it creates.

- By couples : Entering on the stage and look at each other and feel (not decided by the head but by what we
can call intuition / guts / sense of the moment...) when you want to watch the audience. Play with these
looks : The other or the audience.

Then we invite everybody to enter into an exercise created especially for each project.

Anna/Andrea : They just watched and take notes while others did it.
Exercise was about improvisation with simple rules taken from what we received when they showed us : Importance of
the look (us or them) / bodies engaged but moving with strength or intention, with pauses if possible / talk, not all the
time, and to tell something : avoid the comment about what is technically happening / listen more to each other and
yourself / affirm more than ask questions.
Very good for Andrea and Anna to see what happens when one of them are not visible on «stage » with them.

Afternoon - 2nd round collective______________________________________________________

The same as the end of the morning

Collective warm up
- Follow my hand : One is the guide, the other the follower trying to follow guide's hand remaining at the same

distance and the same angle. Then the same being both, the the same all together.
- Round  of names and energies : You have to repeat all the prévious names and gestures then said and done,

then introduce yourself with your own name and gesture. Easy for the first, complicated and so fun for the
last one. Another rule about the « how » : Give more energy than the previous ones.

Hamish : Engaged in the process

Research as a circle where everybody had to enter and use the Hamish's circus objet with everytime a different use
and a strong engagement and intention. Just give ideas going as far as possible in the « what » AND the « how ».



Then Hamish was in the middle with his object and everybody gave him inputs he had to perform immediately.

Verena and Charlotte : Just watch and take notes
Once again improvisation with different rules : Take time to observe each other / When one does an action, that action
has to be engaged, using body and voice – the other has to react to that action with the body / Tell us a simple story
with a  content far from the body reality (a cookie recipe for example) / Try to find a dialogue between each person's
strong moment and then find collective strong moment : Feel the differences of focuses : Major / minor, opposite, One
common focus or a multi focus where each is totally involved in his/her own moment.

Giulia : Just watch and take notes
Improvisation where each was one of the two characters performed by giulia : The Yoga teacher, cool, sharing,
enthusiastic, making us do things – being more than just a teacher, a circus teacher using his/her body as much as
possible // and the other : dark, mean, hating the other one, cutting him/her in the action and acting by using as much
as possible the limits of his/her body, with bad words.

Round of feedbacks

DAY #3
Morning - 3rd round collective________________________________________________________

Half an hour personal warming up
Half an hour with games to warm up as a group.

- Voice warmup basic  making the lips vibrate up and down the scale .  Introducing the idea of the logoped
voice where you never do anything to hurt your throat or voice .  Pounding the chest, opening up the face
with grimache and ending in american twang style singing up and down the scale 

- Rythm. Getting into a circle and creating the 'band' . One person starts with a rythym and the next person
adds and then the next and so on until we have a musical quality .  Find an ending in unison .

Mireia : Watch, take notes, and gives inputs
Improvisation with 3 people
One is explaining the project with voice and body – Enthusiastic and so invested. Deal with the notion of obsession
about the content.
One is the link with audience : Shows objects related to the project, give inputs to the speaker, interact with audience,
maintain attention and connection between all the humans in the room.
One is using Mireia's aparatus (Straps and skates) translating with body and sounds whatever he/she feels, receives or
gets from the moment.
>Use the connection, the  content of the project and technique like pure tools at the same time, having fun and being
intense. And seeing how all 3 interact with one another if they are in conflict with another.

Amanda : Watch, take notes and gives input
Duet following the script she proposed, trying to respect the writing, and putting more intentions, more meaning,
more ruptures.
One is performing Amanda, one is performing the stone Amanda was playing with.
Games of intention, interaction.
They were also asked to cut the scene into small parts so that they could defend  each part as an entire moment.
> empower relation with an object by making it feeling or saying things. Give it its own obsession.  The 'inner voice'
leading the person of Amanda when interacting with the ' mountain'

Afternoon - 4th and last round collective_______________________________________________

Collective warming up :
- One is the guide, he guides with a constant sound. The other is the blind, following the sound, eyes closed.

Mentors are the robbers, they try to imitate sounds and steal the blind.
Trust, perception, let it go.

Monika : Watch and take notes
One is Monika looking for Harry to offer him/it a positive moment. He/she  will have to deal with that until taking
someone from the audience who becomes Harry.



It's then a game about « This is Harry » // « This is not Harry ».
>Trying to play with loneliness, sweetness, rituals, taking care of people and objects.  Breaking down the mystery of
Harry.

Tova and Ann Sofie : Watch and take notes
Impro with 3 persons : One is the storyteller, the others the heroes. They use parkour discipline while telling the story
and expressing. Combine do and say.
> Reflection about telling to yourself a story and question about the importance or not for the audience to understand
the story (expressed versus lived).

Karla : Watches and gives inputs
A big circle around the tissue. Each participant can enter to go on a growing loop of « something », body and intention.
The only rule is before entering, give word which is like a clue about the action : How to go from a meaning to a
symbolic action. Anyone could stop the acting one to go deeper  in  the loop or to change the loop is he/she felt that
the loop was over.
> How to invite symbol and meaning or story at the same time.

For  next day, participants were invited to answers to the 2 following questions :
✔  Is there anything really important for you in your project or obsessions that we didn't open and that you
desperately want to address ?
✔  From what we've done, what are the things you'll keep ?

DAY #4
Morning – Being, holding, doing_____________________________________________________

Round of answers facing the question from the day before.
Feedbacks about the « how » they speak, on who they are as artist talking about their projects.
> Lots of apologize
> Bodies inside
> How to begin, how to end.
Difficult to stick to the question.

Half an hour with games to warm up as a group.
- Balls and names.  Stand in a circle. One person starts by saying their name ,  looking at the person to their left,

making eye contact and throwing the ball to them. Repeat with everyone using their own name and throwing
the ball . Do the same and move around the room. Add more balls . Add running .  Add the element of
stealing balls when someone drops.  The first person take away to last ball .  Competition to get last ball .

- The  queen is basically 1 2 3 Soleil
- Circle of rhythm same as yesterday and choose people to wail or solo.
- Amplified gesture:As a queue, The first at the end proposes  to the second a gesture and a sound  (clue for an

intention). The second proposes to the next one the same gesture with the same intention  but twice bigger
(intention, body, energy). And so on.
> Idea is to take all the details and enlarge everything. Practice the active and non judging listening to do and

be more in all the moments on the stage : Entrance, action, ending.
For  that, they need to take time, breathe, clarify intention, hold, to be more precise.

Then they did the same inviting circus bodies in the process.
> combine circus moves and intentions...

Afternoon – Twins_________________________________________________________________

Meeting with presenters.
Ice breaker

- Introduction by duo : Walk and thent : Shake hands /or/ take shoulders /or/ hug + 1st name.
- Chinese portrait : Groups walks, two choices by the facilitators (Sea/mountain for example). Everyone pick up

one and  repeat it gathering all the others saying the same word. Body have to engage so that we finish with 2
groups really melted.

- Alive pictures : Half of the group make a frozen picture. The others enter and fill all the empty spaces. Then



the first group goes out just taking a time to enjoy the new picture, and then enter again to do the same. And
so on...

Interviews by trio with one artist, one presenter and one interviewer.
And  the one presents the other to all the group.

DAY #5
Morning – Projects and mentoring____________________________________________________

Every participant is invited to build a five minutes strong proposal on the stage. Every participant is designated as the
mentor of another.
> 45 mn to prepare then they show.
Mentors are invited to observe everything using the tools of the week (diegesis, feelings, engagement, obsession,
détails, conscious, unconscious).

Afternoon – Feedback by « being on the
stage »_________________________________________

Every mentor designated in the morning will have to do on the stage a scene showing everything that they receive,
technique appart.
> It's more about the « how ». All the content we receive putting meaning and technique apart.

Talk session about these moments
> Trap : Becoming directors – We all have to stay mentors/facilitator, non falling in a posture of writing a show…

DAY #6
Theater  tools : Conviction__________________________________________________________

Warming up
- The fingers : By couple, just in contact with fingers, without holding, just moving in the space, eyes closed.

Then without opening eyes, gather as  a circle.
- Walk together with eye connection and accelerate all together until we run, without loosing eyes connection.
- Walk as a circle : Animator claps once : change direction // Animator claps twice : run until animator claps

twice another time // Animator claps Three times : Jump and go on.

Everybody was instructed to think of something they are very passionate about : maybe a cause you are involved in
and believe strongly about.

- Passion Exercice
Think of the first thing you said this morning when you woke up : the very first thing : a sentence.
One person on stage saying this sentence to each person keeping eye contact all the time :  escalating with Angela
suggesting different emotions and when getting to a high state of emotion switching to another emotion without
losing energy.

- The Other Side
Take the thing you are passionate about and argue for the opposite side : so for Tova she feels very strongly about the
environment issue ; she had to argue for the big company H&M and convince us that they are really a good company
with environmental values and good.

DAY #7
Closing session____________________________________________________________________

Warming up
- Car wash : 2 lines. One by one, every participant goes in the middle and is massaged by the others.



The time taken to go through the lines is totally decided by the rhythm of the walk.
- The handshake game, as in day one.

Dollabello/dollabella
As a circle : Goal is to make passion bigger and bigger by inviting your neighbour.
1st participant connect to 2nd, then express with passion dollabello (or « a » if woman). Then the 2nd participants turns
and face the 3rd, they connect and then express  passion twice bigger. And  so on
>connection, contact, conviction, echo of the action, time taken to hold, precise things and be  strong in your proposal.
>Trick to go deeper : At one moment, expression is not enough anymore : They have to connect  with circus to propose
a bigger world of full passion.

Collective long improvisation.
✔  Every project had his own moment. Every participant could enter or leave whenever they wanted. Group moments
versus  solo moments  to address a last time the projects.

Round of feedback, with 3 questions.
✔  How was it for you ?
✔  What will you keep ?
✔  If it happened, how did the collective helped you regarding your project ?
Feedbacks


